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Questions about what, when, or how to teach Iliadic-
inatical topics and ideas arise every day. Researchers. asa
well as teachers (and remember: most researchers are
teachers, tool). try to find answers to such questions. This
review presents some of these . investigations which were
published during 1972, (For reports of such research in
previous years, see Suydam, 1972a and 1972b):. In select-
ing these studies, the primary criterion was: do thefindings
have meaning for the teacherthat is, are the findings
applicable in the classroom? Studies whose findings would
appear to be of interest primarily to other.rescarchers are
not included.* Other criteria involved evaluation of the
research report: how carefully the 'research was-designed
and carried out was considered.

See if any of your questions-have been explored!

it,Thoril*:'
.

In a review of research on the role of materials, Fennema
concluded that research appears to indicate that the ratio of
concrete to symbolic models used to convey niathemati
ideas should reflect.the developMental level of the.learne.
Thus, alternative models should be available:so the learner
can select the mostmeaningfulone for -him.

:Researchers continue to explore such alternatives, as
well as the role of materials per se. For instance, in a- study
involving 65 geometry students, Waters found. that there
were no significant achievement or attitude differences
between groups using circular geoboardS; the.geoshcet (a
two-dimensional. version of the- geoboard), or "conven-
tional classroom methodS."

Kuhfittig- looked at the role of materials in relation to
"guided discovery" learning. He. selected 40 seventh
graders at two-achieYement levels; and randomly. .assigned
them to-four groups using. (1) -either intermediate or Maxi-
mal .guidance and (2) either abstract or concrete Materials,
for a two-day unit on currency conversion. The intermedi-
ate guidance groups had a carefully structured Sequence of
questions, while the niaxinial guidance grdups had careful
explanations of individual steps. Low-ability students who
used concrete materi;;Y.s achieved better than low-ability
students who did not use materials.;nO difference: was fotind

between high-ability students.. For intermediart:-guidance
groups, mean transfer-te .. scores for students using con-
crete aids were 'higher than scores of those not using aids;
no difference was found for maximal-guidance students.

Shoecraft investigated the effects of three instructional_
approaches on translating selected types of algebra :word
problems: direct translatien, high imagery with materials,
and high imagery with drawings: Twelve seventh-grade
mathematics classeS and ten ninth-grade algebra classes
spent eight days on differential treatments of number, coin,
and age problems, and four days on'identical treatment of
work and mixture problems. It was concluded that', except
for low achievers who seemed to derive particular benefit
from representine problems with materials,, students taught
to translate directly performed comparably to those ex-
periencing material referents and superior to those exper
iencing pictorial referentS. Shoecraft added: "Thits the
popular assumption that materials and/or pictorial 'repre-
sentation of mathematics in and of itself enhances Mathe-
nudes learning is perhaps unjustified.' To expect such
representation to. facilitate mathematics learning is_ to
assunic thatiheThiathematics.implicit in the use of materials
and drawings is descr..: five of what is going on in the heads
of students. The disparity between the two was evident in
this study."

Motherrotics '!ow Effective'?
Research reflects continued concern with the effective-

ness of a laboratory or activity approach. Vance and Kieren
rcportd on 'a ten-week investigation of the effectiveness of
laboratory activities used once a -week in grades 7 and 8..
In the Mathematics Laboratory Group, students worked in
groups of two, with written instructions and physical ma-
terials to help them discover concepts or relatibnships, then
did practice exercises. _In the Class Discovery Group, the
same content was used, but the teacher demonstrated with
Concrete omaterials, leading the group- to discover: The
Control Group had the regular program with no laboratory
work.

No significant differences were found in achievement of
content covered in the regular program, even though class

t Prepared by Marilyn N. Suyclarp Facility Research Msociate, ERIC /SMEAC'



time was- spent in informal exploration. Students in the
two treatment groups achieved about the same on tests of
content done. in the laboratory, except that average- and
low-ability--4venth grader did better in the.- Clast Dis-
covery Group. Both Laboratory and Class-biscovery
Groups scored higher than students in the regular program
on cumulative achievement, transfer, divergent-thinking,
and attitude measures.

In a study with eight tenth-grade cla.;ses using geometry
content,. White found that inquiry lesSorts used with in-
dividualized teaching,-learning units significantly increased
critical thinking, achievement, and retention score's for

taverage- and high-ability, students.. Laboratory lessons
significantly increased achievement and retention scores for
low- and average-ability students. Students in- the labora-
tory group made the greater gain in scores for attitude
toward mathernaticS. .

Silbaugh studied 36 seventh-grade mathematics classes.
Twelve classes attended multiple- activities laboratories
twice a week during the school year; 12 classes were housed
in the same school but did not attend the laboratories; 12
classes were in schools with no laboratories,. The students
who attended the. laboratories appeared to achieve signifi-
cantly higher on a standardiZed test.

In. a 14-day study with eighth-graders,. Whipple taught-
elementary concepts of metric geometry to two classes by a
laboratory method emphasizing use of manipulative ma-
terials, while two classes used individualized instruction
units. .Students. in the laboratory group scored higher on
conventional written tests and shoWed better ability to com-
pute areas and volumes using actual objects. No differences
in spatial perception were found.-.

Johanson developed a nine -week curriculum for a ninth--
grade class using apparatus and experiments which involve
active manipulation, with game- playing, discussion, and
children working,...in pairs or iii small groups. The 'group
taught with this curriculum scored higher on aChievenient
and attitude measures. than _did .a control group:

Dittmer presented responses to specifie.:questions related
to guidelines -for deVeloping a mathematics laboratory,
from state supervisors and from teachers using a laboratory.
approach in grades 7-12.

Ccvr!puters'and Calculators: What Approach?
King conducted a formative pilot study with' six ninth-

grade classes. For five weeks, the general mathematics
course was supplemented by one of thr a instructional pro-
cedures: mastery learning; or mastery learning and flow-
Charting with or without computer access.lt was foundthat
the low-achieving students could master the objectives of
the' unit particularly when flowcharting accompanied
mastery learning.

Approximately 70 seventh-grade mathematics students
worked in self-instructibnal booklets for 1:5 weeks, in a
study by Dural!. Upon completion of each booklet, the
student was evaluated by direct contact with a computer
through teletype terminals. If the*Criterron of 80 per cent
was not attained, half of the students received remediation
from an instructional sequenCe programmed into the com-
puter. The other. half received remediation from their
teacher. Both groups achieved comparably, but remediation
from the teacher appeared to he more supportive for low-
ability students.

In studies previously summarized. h-r6bydatu (1972a ),
Hatfield and 'Kieren reported that use of computer pro,
gramming as a problem-solving tool was especially helpful
for average and above- average students in grade 7; in grade
I l , it appeared best for average achievet:.

Gaslin assigned six classes of ninth-grade general mathe-
matics students to three treatments: a conventional
algorithm set consisting of the usual textbook approach,
used with kir without' a calculator, and* an alternative
algorithm set where. each fracti6nal operand was converted
to a decimal, used with a calculator. Five .mastery-learning
units were used for an eight-week period. For low-ability or

low-achieving children, the alternative algorithm with the
calculator was found to be a "viable alternative" to the
conventional algorithm with or without the calculator for
promoting computational skill with positive rational num-
bers. Use of the calculator .did not significantly affect per-
formance with the.conventionatalgorAm.

Loh investigated the use of behavioral objectives with two
second-year algebra classes. Students Vvho were informed
of behavioral objectives did not learn or retain better than
students not informed of objectives. .

On the' other hand, Harris found that, for_four geometry
and algebra classes, prescribed content with set daily goals,

tt. feedback, and systematic reinforcement increased achieve-
ment in each course.

V.,/hat
Austin and.PrevOst reported' that computation scores for

eighth graders were lower in 1967 than in 1965 or 1963;
different. achievement tests were used, however. In grade
10, those students who had used "modern" or "transitional"......
textbooks incarlier grades scored higher on some subtests
than did those who had used "traditional" textbooks.

Hammons found a, significant decline in computational
skills in eighth grades in Louisiana schools studied during.
1960-969, but a significant change In .reasoning was not
found.

Orcjani7alion: How is MathematicsLearnin9 Airc..,dea?
Gaskill studied the relatitnship befween achievement and

personal adjtistment in middle schools and in junior high
schools. Scbres from 846 eighth graders from middle
schoolt and 381 eighth traders frOm junior high schools
indicated that differences in mean gain 'in achievement
significantly favored the junior high school group. No differ-
ences in personal adjustment_ were found between the two
organizational patterns.

,

Buchman studied low-achievers in ninth grade from
.schOols providing only a two-semester algebra course, a
three-semeSter course for low achievers and "slow
Workers," or a four-semester course. He found no differ-
ences in achievement, but some affective aspects. were better
in the lengthened courses..

Personally: What Charaderi'stics Aged Malhernoijcs
Leernin9?

May identified students as "sensing" or "intuitive" per-.
'tonality type. The 295 eighth graders' scores on achieve-
ment\ and ,attitude measures were then compared. A.



significant differencein computation, concepts, and applica-
tions scores was found between'sensing and intuitive types.
No differences in attitudes toward mathematics were found.
May concluded that teachers should consider type of per-
sonality when planning instruction.

Gregory studied. 20 teachers and their seventh-grade
classeS. He had one of each teacher's classes audio-taped
five times, and administered a reasoning test to. students at
the beginning pad end of the semester. The teachers were
ranked on the basis of analysis. -of the frequency of their
conditional moves: that. is, how often did they use "if-then"
anguage in theft teaching-. Students of teachers who used

such language more frequently outperformed students of
:teachers who Made fewer., such statements, on the reasoning,
tests.' Thus the teacher, thrOugh use of logical language in
.a variety of situations, can help students to develop greater
achievement in logic.

Wolfe. 1;sted eight strategies observed being used by 11
mathematics teachers in grades 9 and 10 in an investigation

CI

of the verbal activity or "justification" as it is carrie gut
in the classroom. Criteria for identifying justification .en-.
tures and "moves" in such ventures were also noted.

Cooney and Henderson attempted to identify methods of
instruction which prove effective in helping students to
structure heir knowledge: that is, to organize in a meaning-
ful way the concepts, facts, and principles they learn.*From
audiotapes of instances of mathematics teaching by ten
teachers in grades 7 through 12, they_ identified nine or-
ganizing relations: set membership, set inclusion, analysis,
specifying, characterizing,- explaining; implicating, general-
izing, and-abstracting. These are described: teachers might
find it interesting to check these descriptions and compare
them with their own classroom procedures.

* A complete annotated listing of studies published during 1972
is available from ERIC /SN1EAC. The listing will also appear in
the November 1973 issue of the Journal for Research in Mathe-
matics Education.
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.Whipple, Robert M. A Statistical Comparison of the Effective-
ness of Teaching Metric Geometry by the Laboratory and

, Individualized instruction Approaches. (Northwestern Univer-
sity, 1972.) 1)4! 33A: 2699-2700; Dec. 1972.

White, Virginia Taffinder. An Evaluation Model to Test Teach-
ing-Learning Units for Individualized Instruction in Mathematics.
(University of Washington. 1972.) DA/. 33A: 2247-2248 Nov,
1972.

The new address of the National Council of TeaChers
of Mathematics is: 1906 Association Drive, Reston, Vir-
ginia 22091. NCTM moved into the new building in April;
the formal dedication was early in M ay. It is one of the first
buildings in a new educational park setting.

The Second International Congress on M'athematical
Education ( ICME) was held at Exeter University in Eng-
land during late summer, 1972. That Congress exhibited a
strong interest in discussion of ,aspects of mathematical
education on a wide international scale. The International
Commission on M athernatical InstructiOn...(1CM ) re -.
sponded by giving sponsorship to international symposia,
.some of which are listed here for the benefit of American
mathematics educators.. For information concerning par-
ticular symposia, please write directly to the person 'and
addresses listed.

(1) Poland. Symposium at Warsaw; 1974.
Main Subject: Mathematics in Primary Schools

`,(Children from 6 to -11 years of
age.

Professor Z. Semadeni,- institute- of Matheniatics,
;Polish Academy of Sciences, .UL. Sniadeckich
Warszawa 1, Poland.

(2). Africa. Regional Conference.. Probably. Nairobi,
1974.

Main Subject:- Interaction_ S between mathematical
education and linguistics. --

Dr. D. Saint-RoSsy,' UNESCO House, Malik Street,
PO Box 30592, Nairobi, Kenya.'

'Japan. ICM1:-.1SME Tokyo Conference-; 1974.
Preliminary proposal: 5'-9 November, -1974;
Main Subject: Curriculum and teachers' training.
Professor S. lyanaga, 12-4, Otsuka 6-Chome,
Bunkyo- Ku,.Tokyo, Japan.

(4). India. Regional Conference; late 1974.
' Main Subject:-.:-The Development: of an integrated

curriculum in mathematics for the
nnderdevelOped countries.

Professor Bhatnagar, "Dean of Studies, De-
partment of MatheMatics, Himachal Praclesh..Uni7
versity, Simla 5, India.

Wolfe. 'Richard Edgar. Strategies of Justification Used in the
Classroom by Teachers of Secondary School Mathemaks.
School Science and Mathematics 72: 334-338: Apr.. 1972..

** "DAI" refers to Dissertation .-Ibstracis International.

Computer searches of the ERIC document base are
available from various concerns. Here is some information
on several:

* Systems Development Corporation hag- developed a
service for searching the ERIC tiles from a terminal in your
own office. Documents ma,' be requested by accession num-
ber, clearinghouse code, author, title, publication date,
descriptors, identifiers, institution or source of origin, spon-
soring k= A.,;ettcy, an(-;(.:4,,i,ssue. Multiple categories may be
selected Within a single request. Ef a printout of. all items
found in a search is desired, it can be accomplished on-line
at the terminal, or off-line, which saves terminal time costs.
011.-line printed items are air-mailed to your address the
sank day as requested: For further information, write:

System Developinent Corporation
SDC /ERIC Search Service, Room 3113
2500 Coaratio Avenue ..

Santa Monica, California 90406.
* The New England Research Applications . Center

(NERAC) at the University of Connecticut is disseminat-
ing retrospective and. 'selective information from the ERIC
files. Users of the search service will-be given assistance in
instructing and. implementing, searches. For..further infor7
oration, write:.

Dr: Daniel U. Wilde
Director, New England Research Applications .

Center .

Mansfieid.Professional Park
Storrs, Connecticut 06268._

* The Resource Inforniation- Center has available a low.-
cost computer software package for searching the ERIC,
files. The first phase locates and prints a list of accession
numbers. The second phase prints abstracts and other
selected inforination found. in RIE and CUE. The software
package can be installed on any IBM .3 60 from a Model 30
upwards. For further inforrnatibn, write:

Edward Krahmer, or Kent Home
Resource Information 'Center.
Box 8609 University Station
Grand Forks, North Dakota 58201

* Oregon Total Information- System (OTIS) will do
ERIC subject searches for institutions, on ERIC records
dated 1969 'or later. The logical operators- or," "and,"
"and not" may be used, with rio more than 20 descriptors.
Up to 130 citations can beTrinted. For further information,

Benjamin L. Jones.
OTIS
.354 East 40th Avenue
Eugene; Oregon 97405
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This ; ibliography brings together most of what

has been written about open space elementary
schools since 1968. The citations arc categorized

as (1) general, (2) research, (3) schools, (4) fur-
niture (5) newsletters, or (6) bibliographies. Ar-
ticles and bound materials arc entered alphabeti-
cally in the most appropriate section. No attempt
was made to include literature dealing with the
educational programs that may take place in

open space. Prices and addresses have been in-
cluded when applicable, (-Author)..__
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1Descriptors,Aurally Handicapped. Blind, "Cog- i
nitive Development, Concept Formation, 1

'Deaf, Exceptional Child Research, Language
Ability, Mathematics, Mentally Handicapped.
Research Reviews (Publications), Visually Han-
dicapped
Reviewed was research on the.development of

the cognitive skills of language, concept forma- it

tion, and arithmetic in children handicapped by
I blindness, mental retardation, or deafness.

Research on the language skills of the blind in-
1 cluded'a rejection of sensory compensation, while

research on language in the retarded was 'seen to
focus on linguistic variables and reading ability.
Included among the research on language
development of the deaf was research which was
reported to' suggest the value of early sign Ian-
guagc training 'for cognitive development and the
author's research on written language corn- .

prehension by the deaf. Research on concept for-
mation. in the blind found deficiencies in concept
formation among the blind, while. concept

t problems in the retarded Were found to be in the
I areas of language control and verbalization rather
k than perception: Research on concept. develop-

ment in the deaf shoWed conflicting findings on
whether a concept deficiency exists once verbal'
aspects are removed, Little ' research on
arithmetic skills in the 'blind was reported, but
one finding of skill development in the retarded
showed better computation skills than normal
children of the same mental age; The author's
research found that th e. mathematical per-
formance 'of deaf children Was usually slightly
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A survey test in mathematics was administered

to all pupils (N=5,557) in grade 6 of Vancouver
schools. he three parts of the test-computation,
concepts, and problems, were given in separate
sessions. The same test was given, in 1969. The
median scores in 1972 for the three subfests and i
for total score were somewhat lower than those
in 1969. A larger number of students had.perfect.m,
scores in 1972 than in 1969. Students above the
90th percentile performed slightly beffer than did
their counterparts in 1969. Students in both years -1
performed least well on the concepts *sanest.
Local norms and ranges of scores corresponding
to letter grades are provided. (For related docu- i
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The Mathematics Evaluation Materials Package

(MEMP)is a set Al' objectives and companion test
'items for mathematics education in Grades 4 to
6. The educational objectives arc stated in terms
of.. student performance and arc coupled with
companion test items. In this, package are some
-companion .items for objectives that are com-
monly used for the topic, "Experiences with Sets
and Numbers," in Grades 4 to 6 in Ontario
schools. Answers to the test items are provided.
Sample inventories made up'of models of types of '

papers that-can be prepared by teachers by com-
bining various items are provided. MEMP can he
used to design tests covering short units of work E'

or for constructing !ringer tests. (DB)
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, This document is one part of a critique series
course goals in' six subject matter

course-level g
I K -12, The series

areas for gradesgoals that
an initial pool of iat are expected to be of con-; siderable value in assisting educators with goalI definition related to curriculum planning andcftvelopment, instruction, evaluation, and ac- 1

I application. Grand

.
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i developed mathematics

of approximately
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The list of subscribers to Investigations in Mathematics
Education is continuing to grow. In the journal are abstracts
and analyses, of recent research reports in mathethatics
education. For further information about subscriptions to
Investigations in Mathematics Education, write:

. Jon L. Higgins, Editor'
Investigations in Mathematics Education
Center for Science and Matheinatics Education
The Ohio State University
1945 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio:4321.0

Incidentally, some printing. problems dekiyed the pub-
lication of Volume 6,' Number 2;-subscribers should receive
their copies soon. Volume 6, Number 3 is 'now at the
printers.
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Research Associate
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Environmental Education

In the last issue of thk Newsletter.(Vol. 5, No. 2), two
errors have been found in the review. of "Research on Ele-
mentary School Mathematics, 1972." First, on page 1,

Weaver (.1972) rverfed data from 23 schools: that means
135 classes, instead of the 23 stated. And on page 2 is a
similar error: in Kratzer's 972) study a total- of 12
classes were involved. Apologies are ()tiered for the inad-
vertent diminishing of the scope of these studies--and
thanks go to the two authors for calling attention to the
erroneous information.
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